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NEW QUESTION: 1
SmartEvent does NOT use which of the following procedures to
identify events?
A. Matching a log against global exclusions
B. Create an event candidate
C. Matching a log against each event definition
D. Matching a log against local exclusions
Answer: D
Explanation:
Section: (none)
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Events are detected by the SmartEvent Correlation Unit. The
Correlation Unit task is to scan logs for criteria that match

an Event Definition. SmartEvent uses these procedures to
identify events:
Matching a Log Against Global Exclusions
Matching a Log Against Each Event Definition
Creating an Event Candidate
When a Candidate Becomes an Event
Reference:
https://sc1.checkpoint.com/documents/R76/CP_R76_SmartEvent_Admi
nGuide/17401.htm

NEW QUESTION: 2
A government agency's policy states that board members' travel
and hospitality expenses must be audited annually. Which of
following people or groups is most appropriate to perform this
audit?
A. The external auditors from an accounting firm.
B. The internal audit activity.
C. The agency's chief compliance officer.
D. The government's independent auditor.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
For which purpose can you turn on Quick Enablement in Ariba
P2P?
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. To reduce the number of steps necessary for suppliers to
upload catalog to the Ariba Network by using CIF tem
B. To simplify the configuration process for Ariba P2P to
reduce the total implementation time to roughly half of a sta
C. To create user accounts automatically when they are needed
by integrating with an LDAP system.
D. To send purchase orders over the Ariba network to suppliers
who have not yet registered.
Answer: D
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